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Abstract
3D integration technology greatly increases transistor density while providing faster on-chip communication. 3D implementations of processors can simultaneously provide both latency and power benefits due to reductions in critical wires. However, 3D stacking of active devices can potentially exacerbate existing thermal problems. In this work, we propose a family of Thermal Herding techniques that (1) reduces 3D power density and (2) locates a majority of the power on the top die closest to the heat sink. Our 3D/thermal-aware microarchitecture contributions include a significance-partitioned datapath that places the frequently switching 16-bits on the top die, a 3D-aware instruction scheduler allocation scheme, an address memoization approach for the load and store queues, a partial value encoding for the L1 data cache, and a branch target buffer that exploits a form of frequent partial value locality in target addresses. Compared to a conventional planar processor, our 3D processor achieves a 47.9% frequency increase which results in a 47.0% performance improvement (min 7%, max 77% on individual benchmarks), while simultaneously reducing total power by 20% (min 15%, max 30%). Without our Thermal Herding techniques, the worst-case 3D temperature increases by 17 degrees. With our Thermal Herding techniques, the temperature increase is only 12 degrees (29% reduction in the 3D worst-case temperature increase).

1. Introduction
The semiconductor industry faces an increasing number of challenges that must be overcome to keep pace with Moore’s Law and industry projections. Some of these problems include poor scaling of wire delays [1, 18, 37], increasing power consumption [7, 43], and limits in manufacturing techniques. 3D die-stacked integration has the potential to address many of these problems for future high-performance microprocessors. Processor companies are actively researching the technology [35, 6, 14], and the embedded domain is already producing products in 3D [15, 53].

While 3D integration provides increased device density, reduced latency and lower power [35, 47, 30, 51, 31, 33, 49], stacking multiple die increases power density. The increased power density exacerbates existing hotspots and can create new hotspots [49, 34]. In this work, we propose several microarchitecture-level techniques to address the challenge of 3D thermals. While we present a variety of methods, they can all be categorized under the general theme of Thermal Herding. Thermal Herding techniques herd or steer the majority of the processor’s switching activity to the die that is closest to the heat sink. Overall, we show that it is possible to keep 3D thermals under control through a combination of reducing total processor power, local power density, and effective thermal resistance while simultaneously increasing performance by a significant amount.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of 3D integration technology. Section 3 explains our Thermal Herding techniques for designing a 3D-thermal-aware microarchitecture. Section 4 describes our evaluation framework and technology assumptions for circuit latency, IPC performance, power, and thermal estimations. Section 5 presents performance, power, and thermal results. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Overview of 3D Integration
This section describes the die-stacked 3D integration technology, outlines the critical parameters that are of interest to a microarchitect designing for a 3D process, and discusses a possible roadmap for the evolution of 3D processors.

2.1. Technologies and Topologies
There are currently several proposed methods for vertically integrating multiple die such as multi-layer buried
structures (MLBS) [50, 19] and die-bonding [26, 36]. The die-bonding approach takes two die and deposits via stubs on the top metal layer of the die and/or etches vias through the backside of the die, aligns the two die, and bonds them together. Under thermo-compression, the via stubs fuse together providing both the die-to-die (d2d) interconnects as well as the physical mechanism to hold the die together. After bonding, one die is thinned with chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) down to only \( \approx 10 \mu m \) allowing low impedance backside vias to be etched through, which provide input/output and power/ground connections.

There are many organizations for stacking multiple die. Figure 1 shows two-die face-to-face (a) and face-to-back (b) bonding topologies. The bonding process may be repeated to stack more than two die in any combination of face-to-face, face-to-back and back-to-back organizations.

The signal propagation delay between adjacent die is largely determined by the physical characteristics of the d2d vias. Since the individual die are thinned to only \( \approx 10 \mu m \), the d2d via between adjacent die may be \( <5 \mu m \) to \( \approx 20 \mu m \) [12]. Prior research has reported the d2d via delay to be less than one FO4 [30].

### 2.2. Our Place on the 3D Roadmap

In this paper, we propose a 3D microarchitecture with functional block partitioning that requires a redesign of functional blocks at the circuit level. Figure 2 shows one possible path from current planar designs (a) to future 3D microarchitectures such as that proposed in this work. The first incarnations of 3D high-performance processors may primarily leverage the technology for device density. A likely design (b) would integrate multiple cores with a large 3D-stacked L2 or L3 cache [6]. This can provide performance benefit from reducing the wire delay between the cores and the L2 cache and increasing the overall size of the cache, but it does not fully exploit the benefits of 3D technology (i.e., the clock speed, area, and power of individual cores are not different from a planar/2D implementation). As the technology matures, more sophisticated 3D implementations will evolve by first adding more layers of cache (c), and then implementing circuit blocks on multiple die leading to the implementation of a 3D processor as shown in Figure 2(d). We categorize microarchitectures such as the 3D CMP [22] and the IntroSpective 3D processor [27] as belonging to Figure 2(b) and (c) since each core is still implemented on a single die. The scope of our research is 3D CPU cores. In this paper, we focus on the 3D implementation of a 64-bit processor using a 4-die stack.

### 3. Thermal Herding for 3D Microarchitectures

For a high-performance microarchitecture, the primary design goal is the maximization of performance within given power and thermal envelopes. With 3D technology, we can convert wire-length reduction into both performance improvements and power savings. Although 3D reduces wire latency and power, stacking active devices may increase power density leading to thermal problems. This section proposes several techniques based on Thermal Herding to reduce total power and power density while still maintaining the performance benefits of 3D.

Past research has observed that many integer instructions use data that require only a few of their least significant bits [8, 48]. In particular, many 64-bit integer values require only 16 or fewer bits to represent. Furthermore, past research has also observed that an instruction’s usage of low-width values is highly predictable [24, 13]. We organize our datapath by assigning each word (16 bits) of the datapath to reduce total power and power density while still maintaining the performance benefits of 3D.

For each instruction, we make a prediction whether to use low-width (\( \leq 16 \)-bit) or full-width (\( > 16 \)-bits) values. We use a simple program counter (PC)-indexed two-bit saturating counter predictor [13]. When the predictor predicts an instruction to be low-width but the data is actually full-width, the result is an unsafe misprediction. An unsafe misprediction requires pipeline stalls in relevant pipeline
In a superscalar processor, the register file must provide operands for many instructions in parallel. To maintain an in-order dispatch process, any register file stall due to an unsafe misprediction prevents all later (in program order) instructions from dispatching to the out-of-order backend stages. The complementary case of a conservative or safe misprediction does not cause pipeline stalls, although it is a missed opportunity to reduce processor switching activity.

In the next few sections, we discuss some critical microarchitecture components of our Thermal Herding 3D microarchitecture.

### 3.1. Register Files

We partition each 64-bit entry in the register file such that each word (16-bits) reside on a separate die. This word-partitioned 3D register file organization reduces the access latency and the dynamic power consumption [32]. We use width prediction to enable early determination of gating control signals in advance of the actual register file access. On a predicted low-width instruction (Figure 3(a) shows such an access for R0), only the top die portion of the register file is active. When we access only the top die, the power density characteristics are similar to that of a planar register file, and the activity is isolated to the top die (adjacent to the heat sink). In the case of a predicted full-width access (R3 in Figure 3(b)), all four die are active.

The top die (LSB's) contains a width memoization bit for each entry that indicates whether the remaining three die contain non-zero values. On reading the width memoization bit, the processor compares it to the predicted width. If the width prediction is low and the actual width is full, then the processor performs two actions: (1) it gates (stalls) the previous stages of the register file and enables the logic on the remaining three die, and (2) it corrects the instruction's width prediction to prevent any further stalls in the rest of the pipeline.

In a superscalar processor, the register file must provide operands for many instructions in parallel. To maintain an in-order dispatch process, any register file stall due to an unsafe misprediction prevents all later (in program order) instructions from dispatching to the out-of-order backend of the core. All instructions that suffer from unsafe mispredictions in a group can be serviced in parallel in the next cycle, and therefore any group of instructions (those accessing the RF in the same cycle) can induce at most one stall for the entire group regardless of whether one or all of them had unsafe mispredictions.

Note that the register file access latency not only impacts the number of cycles in the conventional “branch mispredict detection” pipeline, but it also affects post-commit latencies such as the time required to copy committed values from the physical register file to the architected register file.

### 3.2. Arithmetic Units

We explain the 3D integer adder; however, the concepts presented here can be extended to the design of other arithmetic units. Figure 4 shows a 4-die implementation of a standard tree-based adder. The portion of the adder that adds the least significant 16-bits resides on the top die closest to the heatsink. In the cycle prior to execution, a conventional processor can make use of issue information to decide whether to clock gate the higher-order bits of the adder to save dynamic power (1 in Figure 4). Even though the register file provides memoization bits that indicate if an instruction’s operands are low-width, a full-width prediction initiates access to the entire adder because two low-width operands may generate a full-width result (e.g., adding two 16-bit values may result in a 17-bit sum). Figure 4-2 shows the additional input to the clock-gating logic to gate the bottom three die of the adder.

There are two possible unsafe width misprediction scenarios. The first is a misprediction on an instruction’s input operands. If the predictor predicts that an instruction is low-width but its operands are actually full width, then the instruction’s arithmetic unit is not fully enabled at the start of execution. This results in a one cycle stall to re-enable the upper 48 bits of the arithmetic unit. The second type of misprediction is on the output of the arithmetic unit. In the case of output width misprediction, the width misprediction may not be known until several cycles into the computation (for pipelined functional units) and so we force any instruction with an unsafe output width misprediction to re-execute. While these mispredictions can induce a performance penalty, the accuracy of the width predictor prevents this from being a serious problem.

When the adder deals with low-width values, our approach not only reduces total power but also maintains comparable power density as the original planar adder implementation. Arithmetic units that are wire-intensive, e.g., shifters and multipliers, will benefit even more from the wire reduction. Hence, 3D functional units with Thermal Herding are simultaneously faster and lower power while having a similar power density profile as the planar functional units when handling low-width values.

---

![Figure 3](thermal_herding registers.png)

**Figure 3.** Thermal Herding in register files: examples where (a) a low-width value only requires circuit activity on the top die, and (b) a full-width value requiring reading state from all four die.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Die</th>
<th>2nd Die</th>
<th>3rd Die</th>
<th>Bottom Die</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFFE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row Decoder</th>
<th>Width Memoization Bit</th>
<th>Unsafe</th>
<th>Width Pred</th>
<th>Gating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Operand 1 Width</th>
<th>Operand 2 Width</th>
<th>Predicted Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R0</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the register file access latency not only impacts the number of cycles in the conventional “branch mispredict detection” pipeline, but it also affects post-commit latencies such as the time required to copy committed values from the physical register file to the architected register file.
3.3. Bypass Network

We organize the bypass network using signficance-partitioning with 16-bits per die. Since the unsafe mispredictions have already been handled by the arithmetic units, the bypass network does not need additional circuitry to handle the width predictions. A correctly predicted low-width output will only cause the drivers/wires on the top die to dissipate dynamic power. A full-width output will cause activity on all die. In addition to the power reduction due to Thermal Herding, the wire-intensive nature of the bypass network allows for a substantial reduction in wire-related area, latency and power. Figure 5(a) shows a bypass network between two ALUs. Figure 5(b) shows the same ALUs and bypass implemented in a 4-die organization. Note that the dimensions of both the width and height of the bypass network have been reduced to a quarter of their original sizes.

3.4. Instruction Scheduler

The instruction scheduler contains one reservation station (RS) entry for each instruction dispatched but not yet executed. Each RS entry contains identifiers or tags for an instruction’s outstanding register input dependencies. When an instruction is ready to issue (all operand dependencies satisfied), the instruction bids for an execution unit, and, if successful, broadcasts its destination identifier (tag) to notify dependent instructions.

We partition the instruction scheduler based on the RS entries, with one quarter of the entries placed on each die [31]. Although there is a slight overhead to fan-out the tag broadcasts to all four die, this organization greatly reduces the length of the broadcast buses which results in net power and latency reductions. We combine this entry-stacked scheduler organization with a modified allocation algorithm that herds instructions toward the top die to keep the active entries close to the heat sink. If there are no available entries in the top die, then the allocator starts allocating on the die that is next closest to the heat sink. To further reduce power consumption, the RS entries can make use of the allocator’s information regarding the occupancy of each die. If there are no occupied RS entries on a given die, then the tag broadcast for that die can be gated, leading to further power reductions.

3.5. Load and Store Queues

The load and store queues track both the data and addresses of memory instructions. The data loaded from and stored to memory exhibit value-width properties similar to that of register values. As a result, we propose to word-partition these queues similar to the main datapath. This provides the additional advantage that values (addresses or data) propagating between these structures already have their bits located on the correct die, avoiding the need for extra d2d vias.

Load and store addresses are almost always full-width values. However, we make the observation that the upper bits of the addresses do not frequently change. For example, loads and stores to and from the stack are likely to have identical upper address bits. To exploit this phenomenon, we use partial address memoization (PAM). On the top die, we always broadcast the low-order 16-bits of a load or store’s address. In addition, we broadcast an extra bit that indicates whether the remaining 48 bits are identical to those of the most recent store address. So long as there is sufficient locality in the types of memory references (e.g., stack vs. heap), our PAM approach will herd most of the address broadcasts and comparisons to the top die. Our address memoization is inspired from instruction scheduler tag memoization [41], although we use this in a different context to target 3D power density.

3.6. Data Cache

The data cache values have similar low-width characteristics as register values. As a result, we organize the data arrays of the L1 data cache in a word-partitioned manner. On the prediction of a low-width load, we access only the top die. The organization is analogous to the register file in that a small amount of extra state (memoization bits) on the top die provides fast detection of unsafe width mispredictions.
On an unsafe misprediction, we stall the cache pipeline. Since the tag match occurs in parallel with the misprediction detection, the processor knows the set-associative way of the cache hit and therefore only needs to access a single set-associative way when retrieving the remaining 48 bits. A store in the commit stage already knows its data-width, and therefore stores will not cause unsafe width mispredictions when writing to the cache.

To increase the frequency of low-width values, we broaden the definition of a “low-width” value for load and store instructions. Instead of storing a single width memoryization bit, we store two bits that encode the upper 48 bits. When the encoding bits are 00, that means the upper 48 bits are all zeros; 01 means the bits are all ones (encodes negative numbers); 10 means the upper bits are identical to the upper bits of the referencing address, which occurs when heap data structures store pointers to other nearby objects [11]; 11 means the upper bits are not trivially encodable and should be read from the remaining die. Previous work on frequent value locality [52] has observed that there are frequently occurring data values. When we can ignore the lowest 16 bits, the remaining partial value exhibits even stronger frequent value locality.

It is important to note that we only gate the bottom three die on a low-width predicted load or store. For a fill from or a spill to the L2 cache, we do not have a corresponding width prediction. Therefore, all spill/fill interactions between the L1 data cache and the L2 cache always access all four die of the respective caches.

### 3.7. Front End

Since the functional blocks of the front-end do not deal with data values, a data-centric approach to activity partitioning is not effective here. Figure 6(a) shows a four-die 3D organization of the processor front end. We implement the instruction cache (IS) and instruction translation lookaside buffer (ITLB) using previously proposed 3D stacking organizations [30, 47] which provide latency and power benefits, but there is no explicit Thermal Herding.

For the branch target buffers (BTBs), we make use of the observation that most branch targets are located relatively close to the originating branch itself. This is particularly true for PC-relative branch targets. Based on this observation, we organize the BTBs like our data cache, where we store the low-order 16 bits on the top die, and then store one of its input operands matches the output of a previous instruction in the same group. This implies that the first instruction does not require any dependency checks, and the last instruction requires the most checks. We place the instruction that requires the most register name comparisons on the top die, thereby herding more of the switching activity to the top die as illustrated by the dependency checking logic in Figure 6(b).

The last major parts of the frontend are the control-flow predictors. In particular, we consider the branch direction predictor and the branch target buffers. For branch direction predictors based on two-bit saturating counters, we first partition the counters into two separate arrays: one array to store the direction bit (msb) and the other to store the hysteresis bit (lsb) [40]. We implement the two arrays by partitioning them across two die each, as shown in Figure 6(c). The processor needs the direction bit for making the initial prediction as well as during the update/training phase, while the hysteresis bit is only needed for the update. Therefore, we place the more frequently accessed direction-bit array on the top two die closer to the heatsink.

For the branch target buffers (BTBs), we make use of the observation that most branch targets are located relatively close to the originating branch itself. This is particularly true for PC-relative branch targets. Based on this observation, we organize the BTBs like our data cache, where we store the low-order 16 bits on the top die, and then store one
additional target memoization bit that indicates if the bits on the remaining three die should be accessed. The top of Figure 6(d) shows a target prediction example (dashed lines) that reuses the upper bits of the branch’s program counter (PC). The target memoization bit causes the selection of the upper PC bits. The bottom of Figure 6(d) shows an example (solid lines) of the infrequent case where the target memoization bit is set to one. In this case, we need to stall the prediction pipeline for one cycle to retrieve the upper bits from the remaining three die of the array. Similar to reading the upper 48 bits of the data cache, the BTB tag match in the first cycle enables the front-end to only access the single set-associative way that had a hit.

### 3.8. Microarchitecture Summary

The majority of our 3D functional units make use of a compact 3D organization to reduce wires which results in simultaneous latency and power reductions. When possible, we attempt to herd most of the switching activity to the top die of the 3D stack. We observed that 97% of all instructions fetched have their widths correctly predicted, thereby avoiding any severe IPC degradation due to our microarchitectural Thermal Herding.

There are other 3D optimizations that yield IPC improvements. In particular, a 3D implementation of the L2 cache results in a significantly faster access time which can reduce the number of clock cycles for an L2 access, even at a faster clock frequency. A variety of “global” signals may have shorter wire lengths in a 3D implementation because each of the individual units now has a reduced footprint, thereby compressing the overall processor floorplan. Some microarchitectures impose an extra cycle of latency to load values into floating point registers due to the extra distance required to route from the cache to the floating point units [6, 49]. The area reduction due to the 3D bypass network may sufficiently reduce wire distances to remove this extra cycle. Another example is the extra pipeline stage(s) that may be necessary to communicate the branch misprediction from the execution stage in the backend to the processor frontend [17].

### 4. Experimental Methodology

Our experimental analysis includes the quantification of performance in terms of both clock frequency improvements and IPC rates, power consumption, and the overall thermal impact. We used HSpice to simulate many of the processor components (circuit designs primarily in static CMOS) to determine their latencies and energy consumptions. The latency reports the worst-case path through the circuit, whereas the energy includes the energy consumption from all active circuits and wires. All circuits employ 65nm transistors using the Predictive Technology Models (formerly BPTM) [10]. We used 130nm wire parameters from Intel and extrapolated down to 65nm [46]. Our 3D circuit designs use d2d via pitches of 1\(\mu\)m for the face-to-face and 2\(\mu\)m for backside interfaces. We model a distance of 5\(\mu\)m to cross between the two die faces and 20\(\mu\)m to cross the B2B interface, which is conservative since current 3D technologies already thin the die down to 12\(\mu\)m [45].

For planar and 3D processor configurations, we used SimpleScalar/MASE for the Alpha ISA to quantify the impact on IPC [20, 4]. We model a processor loosely based on the Intel Core 2 microarchitecture. Table 1 lists the microarchitectural parameters. Figure 7 shows our floorplans for (a) the baseline 2D processor and (b) the top die of our 3D 4-die stacked processor. Note that our baseline parameters and floorplan are best-effort estimates of a Core 2-class microarchitecture, and should not be construed as an official representations of the Core 2 microarchitecture.

The majority of the 3D processor layout is identical to the planar processor except for an \(\sim4\times\) footprint reduction due to the partitioned implementation of individual circuit blocks on four die. We reoriented and realigned the cores and the L2 cache to reduce empty regions (whitespace) in the floorplan of the 3D processor.

We assume a clock frequency of 2.66GHz for the baseline planar processor. We use a collection of 106 application traces including all benchmarks from SpecInt2000 and SpecFP2000 with the reference inputs, and a variety of programs from MediaBench [21], the Michigan embedded benchmarks [16], the Wisconsin pointer-intensive benchmarks [3], assorted graphics programs from the SimpleScalar website (includes games such as Doom and Quake, ray-tracing, and mpeg and avi video playback), and the BioBench [2] and BioPerf [5] bioinformatics benchmark suites. In all cases, we use SimPoint 2.0 to choose representative simulation points [29].

For our thermal analysis, we use HotSpot 3.0.2 from the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fetch/Decode/Commit</td>
<td>4 insts/cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Max. 6/cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int</td>
<td>3 ALU, 2 shift, 1 mult/complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>1 add, 1 mult, 1 div/sqrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>1 Ld/St port, 1 Ld-only port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROB size</td>
<td>96 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS size</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ/SQ size</td>
<td>32/20 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/D L1 caches</td>
<td>32KB, 8-way, 3-cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch Predictor</td>
<td>10KB Bimodal/Local/Global hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified L2 cache</td>
<td>4MB, 16-way, 12-cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch Mispred Latency</td>
<td>Min. 14 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/D TLBs</td>
<td>128/256-entry, 4-way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTB/iBTB</td>
<td>2K/512-entry, 4-way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inst Fetch Queue</td>
<td>16 entry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Microarchitecture parameters of the baseline processor.
University of Virginia [42]. We perform a fine-grained simulation of the entire 3D stack. For the interface between die, we compute the average thermal resistance and specific heat capacity assuming the d2d vias are fully populated and the d2d via width is half of the via pitch, which results in a 25% copper occupancy (75% air). We assume a phase change metallic alloy [38] for the thermal interface material (TIM) between the last die and the heat spreader. For each module, we compute the power by combining our HSpice results, the activity factor of the module as reported by MASE, and the clock frequency. We assume that the clock network footprint is reduced by $\frac{1}{4}$ since it is distributed across four die, but we conservatively reduce its power consumption by $\frac{1}{2}$ for the 3D processor configurations. We assume that the baseline 2D processor dissipates 35% of its power in the clock network [9] and 20% in leakage, and that the 3D organization and Thermal Herding do not reduce the leakage power consumption.

5. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present our experimental results to quantify the impact of our 3D Thermal Herding microarchitecture on performance, power, and thermals.

5.1. Performance

3D microarchitecture influences both the processor’s clock frequency as well as its IPC rates. In the following sections, we discuss each of them in detail.

5.1.1. Clock Frequency

As discussed in Section 3, the 3D implementation of many of the processor’s blocks reduces the wire-delay internal to those blocks. By implementing all of a processor’s critical paths in 3D, we can increase the overall clock frequency to gain more performance. Table 2 shows the latencies of some of the processor’s blocks for both 2D and 3D implementations.

Previous work has identified the instruction scheduling logic (wakeup-select loop) and the arithmetic unit and result bypass loops (highlighted in bold in Table 2) to be particularly important in determining a processor’s maximum clock frequency [28]. While we recognize that reducing a processor’s cycle time may require speeding up hundreds or thousands of critical timing paths, we believe that these two fundamental loops are representative of the achievable speedups of a 3D microarchitecture. We observe a 32% improvement in the latency of the wakeup-select loop. This benefit derives from the reduction in the wire length and wire loading of the wakeup logic’s tag broadcast bus as
well as the wire delay in the select logic. Our 3D word-partitioned datapath results in a 36% latency improvement in the ALU+Bypass loop. The adder only accounts for 3% out of the 36% benefit because our 3D-partitioned adder only reduces the wire delay of the last levels of the carry logic. However, the compaction of the ALUs results in a substantial reduction in the distance traversed by the bypass network. Overall, wire latency reduction translates into a 47.9% increase in clock frequency, from 2.66 GHz to 3.93 GHz.

While we base our overall clock frequency increase on the two critical loops of scheduling and execution, Table 2 demonstrates that 3D provides substantial latency improvements across a wide variety of other blocks. In agreement with prior research on 3D cache designs [35, 47, 30, 25], we observe that large arrays (caches, register files, TLBs) observe substantial latency improvements. Most of these structures can be fairly easily pipelined and therefore we do not consider them as frequency limiters.

It is important to understand that the clock frequency increase provided by 3D microarchitecture is directly from reducing the wire delay component of the cycle time, whereas the conventional microarchitectural approach for increasing clock frequencies is to increase the number of pipeline stages. Adding more pipeline stages increases pipeline complexity (e.g., requiring more inter-stage bypassing) and it usually decreases IPC (e.g., needing aggressive speculative scheduling resulting in more replays). 3D’s frequency benefits do not require changes to the overall pipeline organization at the microarchitecture level. With careful design, 3D can actually remove pipeline stages, as described in Section 3.8, which provides a microarchitecturally simpler pipeline organization and higher clock speeds.

5.1.2. IPC and Overall Performance

Different features of our 3D Thermal Herding microarchitecture affect overall IPC in different ways. For example, our 3D processor can improve IPC by reducing the pipeline depth and reducing the L2 latency in clock cycles (this is on top of frequency increase). However, our Thermal Herding microarchitecture can reduce IPC rates due to the different width-misprediction related stalls and increases in the average number of cycles to access main memory due to the frequency increase. Figure 8(a) shows the geometric mean IPC rates for each of our benchmark classes, and the overall mean of the per-group means (M-of-M). Base is the baseline 2.66GHz processor, TH applies the Thermal Herding techniques and Pipe applies the pipeline optimizations described earlier in Section 3. For both TH and Pipe, we do not change the clock frequency to isolate the IPC impact directly attributable to these changes. The Fast configuration is microarchitecturally identical to the baseline processor, but the higher clock frequency (3.91 GHz) increases the average number of cycles to access main memory which in turn decreases IPC. Finally, the IPC rates for 3D are for our 3D processor that simultaneously accounts for the impacts of Thermal Herding, the pipeline optimizations, and increased clock frequency.

Overall, the pipeline reduction benefits slightly outweigh the effects of width mispredictions and the higher clock speed, and provides a small IPC benefit. However, overall performance is determined by both IPC rates and the clock frequency. Figure 8(b) shows the overall performance in instructions per nanosecond (IPns) that accounts for both of these factors, and Figure 8(c) shows the relative performance speedup over the baseline. Because the pipeline optimizations cancel out the IPC degradation of increased clock speeds, performance tends to scale directly with the overall
frequency improvement of the 3D processor. Performance improvements ranged from 7% (mcf/SPEClnt2000) to 65% (crafty/SPEClnt2000) and 77% (patricia/MiBench). Except for SPECFP2000, all of the other benchmark groups exhibit 49.4% to 51.5% mean performance improvements. Our 3D processor only provides a 29.5% benefit for SPECFP2000 because these benchmarks have a large number of accesses to main memory, and our 3D processor has not reduced the latency (in seconds) of DRAM accesses. One could potentially use 3D integration to further stack DRAM on top of our already 3D-stacked processor to help reduce main memory latency [23].

5.2. Power

Our 3D processor provides overall power reduction in two ways: first, the 3D implementation of all of the processor blocks substantially reduces the amount of wires in these units; second, our Thermal Herding allows the processor to sometimes gate approximately 75% of a block’s switching activity. However, when we increase clock frequency to improve performance, we also increase power. For the baseline processor, the Mpeg2 encoding benchmark from the MediaBench suite [21] resulted in the highest power consumption. Figure 9(a) shows the power distribution for two identical instances of the Mpeg2 encoder application, each running on one of the two processor cores (90W total). Figure 9(b) shows the power impact for the 3D processor accounting for wire reduction and frequency increase, but not Thermal Herding. Despite the frequency increase, 3D microarchitecture aggressively reduces wires, resulting in a net reduction of total power to 72.7W (19% reduction over the planar baseline). Finally, Figure 9(c) shows the total power of our 3D Thermal Herding design, which consumes a total power of only 64.3W (29% reduction over the planar baseline). Note that the total power saving for our 3D processor over the planar baseline ranges from 15% (Yacr2 benchmark from the pointer applications [3]) to 30% (Susan image processing benchmark applying a smoothing filter from MiBench [16]) depending on the characteristics of the application. Applications such as Yacr2 are memory-intensive and thus derive less benefit from 3D CPU cores. Image processing applications are computation-intensive and thus derive larger benefit from the Thermal Herding techniques in 3D CPU cores.

5.3. Thermals

Figure 10(a-c) shows the thermal maps for the applications that induced the worst-case temperatures among our 106 application traces. Different applications were responsible for these worst-case scenarios (Mpeg2 for planar and 3D with no Thermal Herding; Yacr2 for Thermal Herding 3D). Figure 10 includes annotations for the locations and magnitudes for some notable hotspots, with the worst-case hotspot marked by a box around the temperature. Figure 10(a) shows the baseline 2D processor, which has a peak temperature of 360K located at the instruction scheduling logic (RS entries). Figure 10(b) shows the 3D processor without Thermal Herding, which has a worst-case hotspot of 377K (17K increase). Figure 10(c) shows the 3D processor with Thermal Herding which has the hottest spot at 372K in the data cache area (only 12K increase from the planar baseline, a net reduction of 29% from the 3D processor without Thermal Herding). Since Yacr2 is a memory-intensive application, the high frequency of data cache accesses combined with additional cache accesses to handle width mispredictions causes the data cache to become the hottest spot.

To understand the interaction between 3D die-stacking and temperature, we performed a thermal analysis to explore the power density effect. We analyzed the 3D processor at the same total power (90 W) and same frequency (2.66 GHz) as the planar processor. Note that this configuration mimics a quadrupling of the power density due to 3D stacking while ignoring the latency and power benefits.
of a 3D organization. The worst case temperature increased to 418K (an increase of 58K over planar processor). The reason why 3D processors are nowhere nearly as hot as the 4× power density 3D stacking is that the decrease in the total power consumption provides relief to the increase in the power density.

The worst-case examples determine the cooling requirements for the overall system design. However, more insights can be gained by examining the thermal behavior of the processors across a single benchmark. Figure 10(d-f) shows the same three processor configurations, except that each one is now running the same application. For several blocks, Thermal Herding provides a substantial reduction in the local temperature of 3D configuration. This is largely due to a combination of overall power reduction as well as vertical herding effects. In fact, we observed some blocks in our 3D processor to have a lower local temperature than the planar processor. For example, the reorder buffer (ROB) which contains the physical registers exhibits a large number of low-width accesses (approximately 5× (2×) more low-width reads (writes) than full-width). The net result is a 5K temperature reduction for the ROB over the planar baseline. The data cache is more typical, where the Thermal Herding reduces the temperature to slightly above the midpoint between the 2D baseline and the 3D implementation without Thermal Herding. Note that Black et al. [6] have demonstrated that we can further reduce the temperature by converting a small part of our performance gains into power reduction.

6. Conclusions and Future Directions

3D integration has the ability to increase transistor density and to perhaps delay the end of Moore’s Law for a few more generations. Through detailed circuit analysis, we have demonstrated that a conventional superscalar processor implemented in 3D technology can provide improvements in circuit latency and power, resulting in substantial performance benefits. We have demonstrated that microarchitecture-level techniques can control power density and mitigate 3D thermal issues. 3D technology provides more performance for less power, thereby providing excellent performance-per-Watt ratios.

This paper demonstrates that 3D technology applied to the design of high-performance microprocessors can provide significant value. However, at the heart of this study lies a conventional ROB/RS-based microarchitecture originally designed for a planar fabrication technology. We believe that a new microarchitecture designed from the ground up with 3D technology in mind will be much more effective at exploiting the strengths of 3D integration.
Other non-traditional architectures such as TRIPS [39] or WaveScalar [44] may also be very interesting candidates for 3D implementations. There are many possibilities for 3D processor design and there is a great need for more 3D microarchitecture research.
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